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Product Designation: OOT-APRV-062 Jet Cutter Family (containing not more than 39.23 grams HMX) as 
depicted in Drawing OOT-APRV-062  

 
Product Description: The Owen Oil Tools OOT-APRV-062 Jet Cutter Family (containing not more than 39.23 grams 

HMX) as depicted in Drawing OOT-APRV-062 includes 6 articles as listed in the table below.  

Part Number Load Booster Cartridge Total NEW (grams) 

CUT-1687-409 11.10 0.065 11.17 

CUT-1875-419 14.75 0.065 14.82 

CUT-2062-409 18.34 0.097 18.44 

CUT-2188-419 29.00 0.097 29.10 

CUT-2500-409 30.50 0.097 30.60 

CUT-2500-419 39.00 0.13 39.13 

 
Table 1: List of OOT-APRV-062 Jet Cutters 

 
The Owen Oil Tools OOT-APRV-062 Jet Cutter Family (containing not more than 39.23 grams HMX) as depicted in 
Drawing OOT-APRV-062 is a shaped charge that produces a circular, radial jet that is designed to cut through the 
wall of tubing and/or casing. The Owen Oil Tools OOT-APRV-062 Jet Cutter Family (containing not more than 39.23 
grams HMX) as depicted in Drawing OOT-APRV-062 consists of a metal body that contains up to 39.23 grams of 
energetic material initiated by a detonator that threads into the open end of the body. The explosive charge is 
comprised of two metal backups, two pressed metal liners, one booster cartridge, and one assembly screw. Drawing 
OOT-APRV-062 was submitted for review. 
  
Packaging Tested:  Inner Packaging: Anti static bag surrounded by bubble wrap containing 1 article. Intermediate 

Packaging: None. Outer Packaging: UN 4G fiberboard box containing 1 inner packages and for a total of 1 article per 
outer package. 
 
Drawings of articles will be provided by Owen Oil Tools. 
 
RESULTS of Tests Conducted: 
 
UN Test 4 (a) Thermal stability test for packaged or unpackaged articles:  The results were negative with no 

explosion, burning, color change, or significant weight loss.    
 
UN Test 4 (b) (ii) Twelve meter drop test for articles and packaged articles:  The results of the tests were 

negative.  The packaged articles bounced with slight denting of the corners or edges of the package.   The packages 
would bounce about 1 foot in the air.   
 
UN Test 6 (b):  Stack test:  The results of three repetitions were negative.  There was no damage to the witness 

plate, no flash or flame, no disruption of the sand, and no projections into or through the walls of the outer packaging.  
There was no sympathetic initiation between donor and acceptors. 
 
 



UN Test 6 (c):  External fire (bonfire) test: Two hundred (200) outer packages, totaling more than 0.15m
3
, were 

tested in the bonfire.  The articles began burning their energetic materials approximately 6 minutes after the start of 
the fire, this was visible because a flame would spout out of the articles.  There were no audible reports.  There were 
no fiery projections, and no mass explosion.  All of the articles were found either on the grate or within 4.5 meters 
around the fire. 
 
RECOMMENDATION by Testing 

EMRTC recommends the Owen Oil Tools OOT-APRV-062 Jet Cutter Family (containing not more than 39.23 grams 
HMX) as depicted in Drawing OOT-APRV-062 be classified as: Charges, shaped, without detonator, UN0440; 

Hazard Classification or Division 1.4D, PG-II. 
 
It is recommended the Owen Oil Tools OOT-APRV-062 Jet Cutter Family (containing not more than 39.23 grams 
HMX) as depicted in Drawing OOT-APRV-062 be non-packaging specific. 
 
**Figures of Packaging and Items 

  
Outer, intermediate and inner packaging Representative articles 

***Figures of 6(c) External fire (bonfire) test 

  
UN 6(c) pre bonfire test UN 6(c) post bonfire test 

 
Testing was performed August 15, 2013 at EMRTC.  If additional information is required, contact Graham Walsh at 
(575) 835-5652, gwalsh@emrtc.nmt.edu. 

 
Graham Walsh, Research Scientist, Hazards Testing 
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